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About This Game
A mysterious tavern with a deadly secret! Check-in to this magical tale of murder and mystery where not everything is as it
seems. Explore the tavern in secret or in style, meet and mingle with guests and staff, wield weapons and magic and uncover
clues before the killer strikes again!
Evertree Inn is an immersive 265,000 word interactive experience by Thom Baylay, where your choices control the story. It’s
entirely text-based--without graphics or sound effects--and fueled by the vast unstoppable power of your imagination.
What will you do when an overnight stay in a highway tavern turns into the biggest mystery of your life? Will you rise to the
challenge, or will you resist your destiny? Are you in it for the money, for the thrill of the chase or are you secretly hoping for
romance? Enter an open world, where the choices you ignore matter as much as the ones you explore and where every
interaction has a reaction. Choose your path as elf or dwarf, human or halfling or even the elusive brownie and find out if you
have what it takes to survive the night at Evertree Inn?

Immerse yourself in the fully open and explorable tavern where your actions have real consequences.
Play as any one of five races, each with their own unique abilities and dialogue options!
Overcome obstacles with brute strength, keen perception, natural cunning and even magic.
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Battle with any weapon you can imagine or unleash an impressive arsenal of spells.
Boldly confront guests and staff or lurk in the shadows as you uncover clues.
Make enemies and friends and maybe even find true love.
Play as male, female or non-binary.
Play as gay, straight, bisexual or asexual.
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Title: Evertree Inn
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG
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Hosted Games
Publisher:
Hosted Games
Release Date: 20 Jan, 2017
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A nice, humorous, light-hearted and kind of challenging point-and-click-adventure well worth your time. It's cartoonish but not
childish, and funny in a less absurd Monkey Island-way (the pirate theme helps, too).. CAFE 0 ~The Sleeping Beast~ is a
mystery visual novel where you play as a young maid named [INSERT NAME HERE] who has to uncover the truth behind her
death over the course of 7 days (though, technically the game's really 6 days, since she always dies on the 7th day). This'll be a
pretty short review, but a TL;DR is at the end for those who just want a quick answer.
The gameplay is simple, but at the same time, I have mixed feelings on it. You pick choices at the start of the game that are
pretty obviously telegraphed to be for developing relationships between one of the two characters, and then you make
appropriate choices that allow you to become closer to the character over the course of the route. The game takes a Yoko Taroesque route of "getting one ending, doing some parts over, and getting the next ending", but rather than it be just a select part or
just an ending that hops off of another ending, you have to replay the whole game over again. Of course, the skip feature makes
text you already read not much of a problem and the game isn't extremely long (I clocked in just under 5 hours), but I still found
it a bit tedious.
The overall plot is pretty interesting, and I had some real "wow" moments once I put the pieces together, but the gameplay
mechanic of replaying the game over and over to unlock the truth + some clunky dialogue bits can really confuse the player. As
example, with the first route I had finished, I had absolutely no idea what just happened, and toward the end of the game, it took
a bit of repition to understand some key plot points. I could see these as points where many players might just stop playing\/give
up. I really advise that you push through these slumps, because I did have a fun time with the story at the end of the day.
Soundtrack and all art are pretty great, and very atmospheric. The characters of the game are pretty easy to figure out just by
looking at them, but they're still plenty enjoyable. If you're not a fan of the "European noble house near village" kind of
setting\/played one too many Fire Emblem games, however, this may feel pretty generic to you.
TL;DR:
Would I recommend you play this game? Yes.
Would I recommend you play all of this game? As the entire plot comes together only when you've finished the true
route, it's nearly mandatory you play all of the game. (To get an even fuller experience, I also recommend saving during
the final set of choices of the true route.)
Does this game offer a lot of content? A good amount. Not too much, but not too little. The bit of repeating dialogue
can be a bit annoying, but new things are still learned in each playthrough.
Is this game hard? It's rather easy to play since the choices are so obvious, but, at least for me, it was a bit tricky to
wrap my head around the actual mystery of the game- the true route really helps you out here.
Should I buy this game at full price? A sale would probably be your best bet. $20 feels a little much for a game of tis
calliber, but half price is about right, and what I paid.
I rate this game an 8\/10.
Hope I helped!
\u2764 lone. This game plays like a 10h DLC for GrimRock 1. If you like GrimRock 1 - you'll like this game. If you
didn't play GrimRock 1 - buy it first, it's better.. Head Shot is a multiplayer game. It is only in Early Access but I can't
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recommend this game because:
-no players
-one server
-only multiplayer (can't play it because no one is playing)
I rate this game 3/10 .. This game is a really cool concept that works very well for VR and has serious potential. The
controls need a lot of work, on Oculus atleast. For one, in order to move through the thumbstick menu's you have to
click the stick in, which doesnt work very well. Then, If your thumb leaves the stick the slightest bit the whole menu
disapeears. Its just a hassle to navigate through the menu and could be done much better, with say a secondary button
click and menu that stays up till you close it. The controls push me away but the look and feel makeme want to keep
playing. Ill update if I play more but Ill cautiously recomend for now.. I could not get this to run. It's a shame because I
really enjoyed the first game in the series.
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Probably the best afk I have played. 11\/10. YOU ♥♥♥♥ YOU ♥♥♥♥ YOU
I DONT GIVE A♥♥♥♥♥♥ABOUT THE GIRL
I JUST WANT TO PLAY WITH THE HOMUCULI ♥♥♥♥ ♥♥♥♥. Honestly, I expect more from this game.
I beated the game within 5-6 hours.
I skipped most of the CG, because I'm not really a fan of H.
But i guess I need to support this kind of game, so I shouldn't give a bad rating.
Nice storyline though, although I wish it could be a little bit longer.
I completed the game without looking for any information.
There is a level up shop to make your life easier.
. you can beat this game in about 13 hours its alright I bought it in a steam bundle way back when, the story is interesting and its
an arcade shooter its not bad but its not THE BEST. One thing you have to know is if you are in a mission and you die half way
in you have to start all the way in the begining so like maybe 5 or 10 minutes of hard work gone so keep that in mind.
I want to give this game a maybe
for new people on steam get it and enjoy
for people like me with 600 plus games in the account skip
I give it a 5/10
HEY look at me I am a fighter pilot from WW2 yayyyyy. I saved pudding 10/10. Hands down this is one of the best indie game
ive played so far. Deep atmosphere, creepy scenery and some evil looking monsters! One of the few, true survival horror games
out there, where you have to manage your ammo and your heal items. The crates is a very nice addition to the whole package.
Respect guys for fixing it! Also the ending left me hanging!
. If you haven't got LIMBO, play that instead.
If you have got LIMBO, this will pale in comparison.. BEST GAME IN THE WORLD!
Play it with all your friends!
Solid 10/10 undoubtly a true masterpiece.
New Save Game Feature For Upcoming Sequel:
Evertree Inn now includes a new save feature to carry your game over to its upcoming sequel.
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